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Disrupting retail analysis with AI powered advanced analytics solution - Idea Field BV

IdeaField is a disruptive technology innovation that understands and analyses in-store customer behavior (wait time, service 
time, visit frequencies etc.) without being connected to any wi-fi, or open Bluetooth or without having a smart phone 

application. Data is collected from wi-fi mode-on mobile devices at the locations, where IdeaField sensors have been deployed. 
With its unique technology, IdeaField aims to perform real-time behavior-based analysis.

In this workshop, a detailed IdeaField demonstration will be shown with covering all use cases such as employee tracking, 
queue management, real-time heat maps, location based campaigns, convergence analytics, reporting and other consultancy 
cases. Also, competitive analysis based on other micro-location based technologies (such as cameras, beacons, sensors, etc) will 
be covered.
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